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With growing reliance on the Internet, E-commerce and network-based services organizations, companies and governments are facing increasing challenges to safeguard their network infrastructure against electronic security threats. New threats are emerging on a daily basis and networks need to adapt to face these challenges.

Penetration Testing is a proactive security practice which helps organizations and companies better understand vulnerabilities in their data networks and apply security measures to mitigate the chances of security incidents.

The objective of this project was to describe and implement Penetration Testing in a methodical manner. During this project Penetration Testing was carried out in ten phases, each phase was accompanied with examples that pointed to various vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities if left unmitigated can be exploited by hackers.

By revealing vulnerabilities in networks, Penetration Testing proves to be an effective and proactive method in securing network infrastructure against electronic attacks. Businesses and organizations can benefit immensely by conducting Penetration Testing on frequent basis thus avoiding any future attacks.
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Abbreviations and Terms

**Adware:** A Program which contains advertisements and is displayed without the permission of the user. Some adware can be harmless while others can be considered as spyware.

**Botnet:** Networks of computers which are compromised by attackers and then used as remote control to attack other systems.

**Brute force:** A type of attack where systems are being attacked by trying all possibilities. Many of the current passwords cracking tools contain a brute force attack where every possible value is tried in order to break a password.

**Buffer overflow:** A Type of attack whereby the systems are being forced to crash by forcing too much data into storage areas which they were not originally meant to hold.

**Dictionary attack:** Refers to a type of brute force attack where an attempt is made to break into a system by attempting all the possible keys.

**DMZ:** Demilitarised Zone, a segment in the network usually partitioned by a firewall which houses services such as web servers or mails servers. The security level on the DMZ is lesser than that of the inside segment but higher than the outside segment. Services hosted in the DMZ are usually publicly accessible services.

**DNS:** Domain Name System, a protocol which translates DNS names into IP addresses and vice versa. Since remembering IP addresses is hard, DNS helps people use normal names.

**DOS:** Denial of Service, a form of attack whereby the system or network is overwhelmed by a large amount of bogus or irrelevant requests.

**E-Commerce:** Electronic Commerce is doing business electronically i.e. via email or websites.
**Exploit:** A malware code which tries to take advantage of the vulnerabilities in the system. Attackers write exploits as soon as vulnerability is found, it is a cat and mouse game between the attacker and the developer.

**Firewall:** A network device which controls and restricts access to the network segment inbound/outbound, based on the rules or algorithm in place. Today firewalls provide more than just controlling access, such as intrusion detection or spam filtering.

**Hash value:** A value returned by a one way hash function, which is one way mathematical function that converts large data into small variable integers.

**IDS:** Intrusion Detection System, a hardware device or an application which triggers an alarm when an attack is detected. Usually the IDS uses a set of rules known as signatures which contains a pattern of an attack to detect possible intrusion.

**ISMS:** Information Security Management System, a set of polices and practices concerned with information security.

**Key logger:** Application or hardware which is usually installed without the knowledge of the user and records all activities.

**Man in the middle:** A type of attack whereby victims communicating with each other believe that they are talking to each other without a third party eavesdropping. In this type of attack the attack usually receives a copy of the communication or the request is relied through the attack to the original parties.

**OS fingerprinting:** An attempt to identify the Operating System of the target system by attempting various requests and then analysing the responses of each request to identify the OS. Different OSs usually respond to a request somewhat differently.

**OSSTMM:** Open Source Security Testing Methodology Manual. A methodology for Penetration Testing that identifies what, when and where to test.
**Script kiddie:** A form of attacker who has minimal technical know-how and uses tools developed by others to attack and penetrate systems.

**Session Hijacking:** Attacks where an already established legitimate connection is either broken or taken over. Inherit weaknesses in the protocol make it easier for attackers to take over established connections.

**Spam attacks:** A form of attack where networks are being bombarded by spam emails generated by compromised sources.

**SQL:** Structured Query language is a computer language that is used to manage data in database systems.

**SQL injection:** Attacks where by the attacker penetrates database systems by carrying out unauthorised SQL commands. Applications with big backend databases are usually the primary target.

**SSID:** Service Set Identifier, a mechanism in wireless LANs where clients can associate to with a specific WLAN.

**Topology Diagram:** A document which details the physical and logical diagram of network infrastructure and how they are being interconnected. Topology diagrams help network engineers immensely in understanding the network and assisting in troubleshooting if any issue arises.

**TTL:** Time to Live, a segment in the IP header which determines the amount of time a packet can traverse the network. This helps in eliminating an endless loop of packets moving around the network.

**VLAN:** Virtual Local Area Network, a logical segmentation of different segments. The idea behind the VLAN is that although stations can share the physical medium, they will not be able to talk to each other unless they are part of the same VLAN. This type of segmentation helps traffic remain local to the VLAN.
**VPN:** Virtual Private Network, a mechanism to transport traffic in a secure manner. VPNs usually help remote users connect to the central office over an insecure channel such as the Internet and still be able to communicate safely.

**WEP:** Wired Equivalent Privacy, a protocol used to ensure secure communication within a wireless network.
1 Introduction

With the extensive increase in security related incidents, today's network managers and engineers are facing a daunting task of safeguarding their infrastructure against such attacks.

The objective of this project is to describe and implement Penetration Testing which is a security practice that helps organizations and companies better understand vulnerabilities in their data networks and apply security measures to mitigate the chances of security incidents in their networks.

Although the main theme of the project is to discuss and implement penetration testing, the project will start by describing the background of security threats and how security threats evolved over the last decade, as then no extensive technical knowledge was needed to carry out such attacks.

In addition, to provide the reader a deeper insight the project will briefly describe the major types of hacker attacks and types of security threats. It aims to describe Penetration Testing and implementing in a manner that a real hacker would do, so to reveal vulnerabilities in systems and networks.

This project aims to provide a sample report discussing the contents of Penetration Testing Reports, for instance details of all the vulnerabilities, the severity of each case and the tactical and strategic recommendations for them.
2 Background to Security Threats

With massive increase of information exchange through electronic means business and organizations are facing extensive range of electronic threats. These threats are increasing both in sophistication and numbers. Information security professionals need to understand the dynamics behind these threats in order to safeguards their infrastructure.

2.1 Types of Security Threats

Below are four general categories of security threats to the network [1].

- Structured threats
- Unstructured threats
- External threats
- Internal threats

Threats posed by a well planned and organized effort to penetrate and attack systems are called **structured threats**. Usually systems and network-specific attacks are carried out by a single individual or individuals belonging to an organised group in order to penetrate the system. The attackers have a high level of intelligence on the target.

Unlike structured threats, **unstructured threats** are usually carried out at random, for example automated scanning programs are used to scan a range of stations and those who reply are then further targeted. In others words, the efforts are not organized but systems and networks are targeted at random.

Some of the threats that today’s multinational companies and organisations face are the security threats posed internally within their trusted network, which are employees and staff. Unlike external threats where one has a clear boundary of separation between the trusted and untrusted network. **Internal threats** pose a bigger challenge to today’s data networks.

Threats posed to systems and network infrastructures that emerge outside the trusted boundary of the network are considered **external threats**.
2.2. Hacker Attacks

Hackers are attacking systems in networks in increasing numbers. The relative sophistication and methods vary depending on the target the hackers are trying to breach. Generally attacks carried out by hackers can be categorised into three types [1].

- Configuration Attack
- Application Attack
- Operating System

One important aspect of security that professionals in the security community forget is the importance of proper configuration of the solution. No matter how secure a particular solution is if it is not properly configured according to the best practices it will be prone to attacks. Usually these types of attacks are known as configuration attacks. Network devices such as Routers, Switches, Firewalls, Intrusion Detections systems can be attacked or used as platform to attack other infrastructure if vital configuration parameters are missing.

The particular type of attacks that are carried out against systems that are running operating systems which have inherit weaknesses or bugs are termed as Operating System attacks. For example if vital updates are missing on a Windows machine, it will be prone to various exploits.

Furthermore the type of attack carried out against vulnerabilities found in the application layer i.e. vulnerabilities found in applications are considered the Application attacks. A few examples of such attacks are Buffer overflow, Spam attacks and SQL injection.
2.3. Evolving Security Threats

Electronic security threats have increased extensively over the last decade [1]. As shown in Figure 1, the level and the number of security threats have both increased in number and sophistication, but on the other hand, the knowledge needed to carry out such attacks has decreased. Unlike before, today’s network managers and engineers are facing a daunting task of safeguarding their infrastructure against attacks that are emerging on a daily basis. Whenever there is a vulnerability that shows up in a particular solution, the next day or week an exploit emerges which then hackers can use to target vulnerable systems.

Furthermore it is no longer mandatory to have advanced knowledge of programming or networking to conduct such attacks as there are a number of tools available in the public domain for anyone to download and carry out attacks. Most of the attacks carried out today are done by Script Kiddies [2] who use these publicly available tools to penetrate and attack networks.

![Threat Capabilities—More Dangerous and Easier to Use](image)

Figure 1: ICT Threats [1]
3 Penetration Testing

3.1 Overview

The need for companies and organizations to communicate and internetwork with partners, collaborators, customers has brought upon new complexities and challenges to securing networks and systems. Earlier only certain groups had access to network resources, now for companies to survive they need to communicate and internetwork with others. Therefore as a security manager your security management paradigm should reflect and face these new challenges.

One such measure is Penetration Testing which must be a part of a company’s Information Security Management System (ISMS) [31] Penetration Testing is a security practice which helps organizations and companies reveal vulnerabilities, in their systems and data networks and apply security measures to mitigate the chances of security incidents. It fits into the Check-Act phases of the ISMS model.

Unlike vulnerability assessment that simply identifies and reports noted vulnerabilities, Penetration Testing attempts to exploit the vulnerabilities to determine whether unauthorized access or other malicious activity is possible [24]

3.2 Types of Penetration Testing

Penetration Testing is divided into two categories [3]: Black Box and White Box. A black box tester has no or very little knowledge of the target and it is his or her duty to find it all and try to penetrate the target. On the other hand a White Box tester has prior knowledge of the target such as IP addresses range or diagrams.

In Black Box Penetration Test(ing)

- The Penetration tester has little or no knowledge of the client’s network.
- Usually the client’s name is provided and it is then up to the Penetration tester to find out the rest using Penetration Testing.
- The advantage of this method of Penetration Testing as it simulates real world attacks.
In White Box Penetration Test(ing)

- The Penetration tester is given all the information about the client’s network.
- The information provided is for example Topology Diagrams, Physical Diagrams, IP addressing scheme.
- The type of equipment used such as Firewalls, Intrusion Detection Systems or core routers.
- The advantage of this type of Penetration Testing is that it simulates an attacker which is the company insider or assistance provided to him/her by someone from the company.

As stated above vulnerability assessment simply identifies and reports the noted vulnerabilities, whereas a Penetration Test attempts to exploit the vulnerabilities to determine whether unauthorized access or other malicious activity is possible. Penetration Testing should [23] include network and application layer testing as well as controls and processes around the networks and applications, and should occur from both outside the network trying to come in (external testing) and from inside the network.

3.3 Penetration Testers

It is common practice to outsource the Penetration Testing to security companies who specialise in Penetration Testing. Once the contract is signed the Security Company will implement the Penetration test and provide a detailed report in the end with counter measures explained. It is also possible to implement Penetration Testing with the company’s own individual resources, should relevant expertise exist. However one important thing to keep in mind is that the individuals performing Penetration Testing should be organizationally separate from the management of the environment being tested. For example, the firewall administrator should not perform the firewall-Penetration Testing [23].
Furthermore there are well-known certifications such Certified Ethical Hacker [15] which teaches methods and techniques in order to conduct Penetration Testing.

The scope of Penetration Testing depends on the contract being signed by the stakeholders. Of course it is advisable to implement Penetration Testing following the OSSTMM manual. Refer to the Penetration examples later below targeting various systems and networks.

Penetration Testing should be carried out on frequent basis to test, penetrate network and systems to see if the security measures in place are good enough. In addition to that if there are new changes or installations being done then it is also a good idea to perform Penetration Testing to make sure that they are not introducing vulnerabilities.

[23]

4 Conducting Penetration Testing

4.1 Overview

There are several methodologies that can be used for Penetration Testing. OSSTMM [24] manual shows a range and different aspects of the networks or systems that needs to be tested.

It is very important to note that the type of Penetration Testing either Black Box or White Box depends on the clients requirements. Selecting either will change how the penetration is being conducted. If White Box Penetration Testing method is selected then the tester should be provided with all the relevant information on the target systems or networks.

In this project I will implement Penetration Testing by following the steps below. Figure 2 shows a step by step approach to Penetration Testing, each step explained in the figure. By following the steps below in a methodical manner systems and networks can be identified, targeted and remedied for vulnerabilities and weaknesses.
Steps by step Penetration Testing

- Information gathering
- Footprinting
- Network reconnaissance and Sniffing
- Ports scanning
- Vulnerability scanning
- Exploiting vulnerabilities
- Password cracking
- Wireless hack
- Denial of services
- Mitigation and counter measures

Figure 2: Penetration Testing Flow
Below is a brief description of each individual phase of Penetration Testing followed by examples of each phase either by showing an individual tool in action or an attack carried out by using a combination of tools.

### 4.2 Information Gathering

One of the first phases in Penetration Testing, where the tester attempts to collect as much information as much as possible on the target system or network. Information collected ranges from domain registration details and telephone numbers, to physical address and email address.

Figure 3 shows a simple WHOIS [4] search carried out using freely available tools providing lots of information on the potential victim. The lookup return provides range of information such as the Web address, the IP address of the site, the range of IP allocation, the physical address, telephone number or email address. This information is essential for the later stages of the attack.

![Figure 3: WHOIS lookup [4]](image)

Online sites as such as forums, job portals, phone books or yellow pages can be used to gather information on the victim. As simple query can reveal lots of information on
the victim such as telephone numbers, email address, postal address or web addresses as in Figure 4. This information is helpful as it will be used in the latter stages of the attacks.

Domain Name System resolution provides one with the IP address of the target system. Similarly a simple Ping or Traceroute will provide information on the reachability of the targets and how packets traverse the network in order to reach the target see Figure 5. By carrying out simple ICMP Ping and Trace, one can get an idea if there are any filtering devices such as Firewalls on the way to the targets.
Figure 5: DNS lookup, Traceroute [5]

A simple route lookup using the Visual Route [5] application shows the IP route and global map to the target. Figure 6 shows how a system is being targeted with Visual route giving detailed data.

Figure 6: Visual route lookup [5]

Furthermore Teleport which is a useful tool for downloading files from the Web sites can be used to find and download all types of files from the target site. As seen in Figure 7, a site is being targeted for a teleport download.
In Figure 8 the Visual route application is used to check connectivity to remote ports, roundtrip delay and Time to Live (TTL).

Figure 8: Visual Route Trace [5]
Furthermore even well-known search engines such as Google can be used as tool to harvest information on victims. A technique termed as Google hacking is used profoundly by hackers to passively scan their victims for information.[21]

4.3 FootPrinting

Footprinting is a phase of Penetration Testing where information regarding the type of operating system running, type of web server or range of applications is gathered. Foot printing generally refers to one of the pre-attack phases, the tasks performed prior to doing the actual attack.

In Figure 9 using NMAP [7,19] the target system reports that it is running Linux. NMAP is an extremely useful scanning tool for Operating System Fingerprinting. This information is useful for the tester-attacker to narrow down his or her exploits to the specific OS running on the target system. In this scan we can also see that apart from the OS different open ports on the system are also reported.

![Figure 9: Nmap OS Fingerprinting, Port scan][7]

In addition to the OS fingerprinting it is also useful to identity the types of applications that are running on the system. Some of the inherit vulnerabilities in different
applications can later be exploited. In Figure 10 Eeye’s Retina is used to identify the applications running on the target system.

![Figure 10: Retina Scan](image)

In addition to that the scan also shows the various vulnerabilities the applications are having. In this instance the system is running vulnerable Internet Explorer, Outlook Express, Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Word.

### 4.4 Network reconnaissance

Network reconnaissance is a process through which target stations are scanned to see if they are up and also analyse the type of service running on them.

Most of the network reconnaissance tools available send ICMP echo requests to a range of stations in the subnet and those without any filtering mechanisms will reply. Usually today’s network infrastructures are equipped with filtering devices which restrict the use of ICMP echo. Therefore network reconnaissance applications have evolved and use other sophisticated methods to scan networks such UDP scans.

In Figure 11 the IP Angry Scanner is used to scan a range of target systems in the network. As shown some of the hosts have replied to the scan showing their IP addresses and DNS names [17]. It is also possible that other hosts are up in this network.
but it is assumed they are running some type of filtering application or firewall which filters ICMP echo or scan attempts.

Figure 11: IP Angry scan [17]

In Figures 12-13 Visual route application is shown to do a source to destination trace and then present the route map showing source to target route map. This is useful scan as it shows the number of hops it takes to the destination, the IP, DNS names and location of the routers on the path to the target and also the service providers hosting them.

Figure 12: Visual route scan [5]
As indicated in the first IP angry scan that some of the target stations did not reply to the traditional ICMP Ping scan which is usually due to filtering applications such as firewall but other techniques are devised to scan systems for instance UDP-ping to see if the systems are up and running as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 13: Visual route scan [5]

Figure 14: UDP scan [7]
Domain Name System (DNS) which translates DNS names to IP address or vice versa can also be used to scan for targets. Figure 15 shows some sites with their respective IP addresses.

![Nslookup](image)

Figure 15: Nslookup [5]

Once the attacker gets the IP addresses of the target system he can use this information to attack them in later stages.

### 4.5 Packet Sniffing

Sniffing is a practice where network traffic that is traversing the network is analysed and read. Sniffing is used by network engineers to identify issues in the network and troubleshoot accordingly.

Sniffing can be misused as it can be used to capture sensitive data such as passwords or username. Unless data travels within some sort of encrypted channels such as Virtual Private Networks (VPN) where the data is in encrypted form, it will be always prone to sniffing attacks. In addition to VPNs, a secure network design such as the use of VLANS also decreases the chances of sniffing attacks.
Ethereal LAN sniffer [8] is used to sniff the LAN, as shown in Figure 16. The sniffer was able to catch an FTP session between stations 10.0.0.2 and 10.0.0.1 where the FTP anonymous access is allowed. The penetration tester armed with this information can access the FTP server and upload or download data accordingly.

Figure 16: Ethereal FTP sniffing [8]

Ethereal LAN sniffer [8] has captured a simple conversation between certain stations. This capture includes the valuable layer 2 to layer 4 information. As shown in Figure 17, the information includes layer 2 MAC address, Source-Destination IP address, Source-Destination Ports. Armed with this valuable information target system can be narrowed down.

Figure 17: Ethereal Sniffer Layer2-Layer4 [8]
In Figure 18 layer 4 segment the information can be seen which includes normal TCP flags, window size, source and destination ports. This information is helpful in carrying out various attacks such as session hijacking, man-in-the-middle or synchronisation.

![Ethereal Sniffer TCP flags](image)

Furthermore Sniffing attacks have been gaining ground as more and more people use wireless or flat networks to access network resources and even some of the security mechanisms in place are vulnerable to attacks.

### 4.6 Ports Scanning

Port scanning is a process by which systems are scanned for open ports. Part of the reconnaissance phase where the attacker tries to identify open, closed or filtered ports in the target system and some of these vulnerable ports are then further exploited. Port scan gives the attacker a good idea of the type of services running on the target system, such as Shares, Web services or FTP.

LAN guard scanner is used to port scan the target system [9]. Although well-known as vulnerability scanner it can also help in port scanning system. As shown in Figure 19 the target system is checked for open ports and services. This system has four ports open in total i.e. TCP 125 while port UDP 445, 1900, 123.
Although LAN guard scanner [9] does an excellent job in scanning target systems if the systems accept ICMP echo requests however as majority of the systems now a days are by default denying ICMP ping, therefore in those situations NMAP works much better. It comes with intelligent techniques to port scan system and bypass basic filtering. Figure 20 shows a system being targeted by NMAP.

```
Starting nmap 3.49 ( http://www.insecure.org/nmap/ )
Interesting ports on www.insecure.org (205.217.97.238):
(The 1212 ports scanned but not shown below are in state: filtered)

PORT STATE SERVICE VERSION
22/tcp open  ssh  OpenSSH 3.1p1 (protocol 2.2)
25/tcp open  smtp  qmail smtpd
53/tcp open  domain  ISC Bind 9.2.1
80/tcp open  http  Apache httpd 2.0.39 (Unix)
113/tcp closed auth

Device type: general purpose
Running: Linux
OS details: Linux
Uptime: 212.119 days

Nmap run completed -- 1 IP address (1 host up) scanned in 33,792 seconds
```

Figure 20: NMAP Port Scan, OS Fingerprint [7]
Furthermore in Figure 21 Eye’s security scanner [33] is used to port scan a target system for open ports. The result from the scan shows that system has four TCP and six UDP ports.

![Machine Information](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Service Type</th>
<th>More Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCP: 135</td>
<td>RPC-LOCATOR - RPC (Remote Procedure Call) Location Service</td>
<td>Detected DCERPC Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP: 445</td>
<td>MICROSOFT-DS - Microsoft-DS</td>
<td>Port State Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP: 1025</td>
<td>LISTEN - listen</td>
<td>Port State Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP: 2000</td>
<td>CALLBOOK -</td>
<td>Port State Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP: 123</td>
<td>NTP - Network Time Protocol</td>
<td>Port State Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP: 445</td>
<td>MICROSOFT-DS - Microsoft-DS</td>
<td>Port State Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP: 500</td>
<td>ISAKMP -</td>
<td>Port State Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP: 1812</td>
<td>RADIUS - RADIUS</td>
<td>Port State Open</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 21: Port Scan Cont [33]**

These open ports can then used as a way to target systems for further attacks. The more vulnerable ports open in the system the more it is prone to attacks.

4.7 Vulnerability Scanning

Vulnerability scanning tools such as LAN guard, Retina and Nessus are used to find weak points in target systems and provide mitigations measure for them. But on the flip side the same tools can be exploited to assist in penetrating target systems.

In Figure 22 Retina shows a target system with various vulnerabilities. It is [33] actually meant for system administrators to patch vulnerable system, but the same listed vulnerabilities can be exploited by deploying various publically available exploits to penetrate target systems.
Microsoft Baseline Security Analyzer (MBSA) [18] does the same vulnerability scan with various vulnerabilities listed on the level of risk. Figure 23 shows an example of MBSA.
4.8 Vulnerability Exploits / Metasploit

Once the target systems have been tested for vulnerabilities and weaknesses, these vulnerabilities can be exploited by either writing one's own exploits or using publicly available exploits. There are well-known automated tools that use a large pool of exploits to attack systems. One of the most well known is Metasploit. [10]

Metasploit is used to attack an unpatched vulnerable system. The specific exploit is selected from a list of exploits available to the attacker, see Figures 24-25. In this particular exploit the attacker penetrates the target system and acquires administrative privileges.

Figure 24: Metasploit Vulnerability exploit [10]
Figure 25: Metasploit Vulnerability exploit [10]

Once the exploit is deployed, the attacker gains a shell connection the target system as shown in Figure 26, there he has a complete control over the system.

Figure 26: Metasploit connected [10]

In this instance the attacker gains shell access to the target system via vulnerability in the OS and changes the administrator password, See Figure 27.
In addition to Metasploit there are other commercial tools such as Immunity's CANVAS or Core Security Technologies Core Impact which can also conduct vulnerability testing but the flip side is that they are more expensive.

4.9 Wireless Hack

Users are increasingly using the wireless technology to communicate. Such use of the so called Wi-Fi has increased the chances of attacks. Although wireless technologies do come with security feature to securely transfer data over encrypted means, still these security measures are prone to attacks. One of the mostly widely used wireless security mechanism is the WEP [11]. In this project it will show how WEP can be broken and compromised using publicly available cracking tools.

NetStumbler [30] has been used extensively by network engineers to site survey and troubleshoot WLANs but on the flip side the same tool is used by attackers to identify and seek out wireless networks in the area, see Figure 28.
NetStumbler shows the MAC address, SSID, the respective radio channel and security mechanism in place like WEP. Usually the attacker uses a high gain antenna to seek out as much wireless networks as possible.

Figure 28: NetStumbler WLAN Reconnaissance [30]

Cain [12] one of the most well known testing tool is also used to identify WLAN. Cain also shows the signal strength of each WLAN Figure 29.

Figure 29: Cain WLAN Reconnaissance [12]
Once the WLAN is identified and known to be running WEP, the next step is to use tools such as Airodump [28] to capture as much encrypted traffic as possible. Each encrypted packet contains a 3-byte Initialization Vector (IV) which is later used to crack WEP.

As shown in Figure 30, Airodump is used to capture traffic by selecting the appropriate network interface card.

Figure 30: Airodump Traffic Capture [28]

After sufficient WEP IVs have been collected by Airodump, the WEP crack utility is used to crack WEP keys as shown in Figure 31. WEP crack is an impressive utility to crack the WEP security mechanism if sufficient IVs are available [29]
It is estimated that almost 300,000 packets are needed to break 64-bit WEP while 1,000,000 packets are needed for breaking 128-bit WEP

4.10 Password Cracking

Password cracking is the process of revealing or breaking passwords by running automated tools. These password cracks are due to the weakness in the cryptographic algorithms, weak implementation of the algorithm or simply weak passwords. There is lots of password cracking tools in the public domain but the most well-known are Cain and Lopht crack.

Cain is an excellent security testing tool that cracks, war drives and sniffs data networks. Used by network administrators for network auditing purposes, it has a powerful password cracking utility.

As shown in Figure 32, Cain [12] has successfully cracked the local passwords on the target system, revealing the password and respective hash values. The duration of a typical password crack depends on the type of attack carried out, i.e. Brute force or dictionary and the complexity of the password.
Figure 32: Cain Password Crack [12]

Lopht Crack [13] is another impressive piece of cracking software that reveals and breaks passwords on Windows and UNIX platforms. It is fast in cracking password as it as a table of millions of passwords. As shown in the Figure 33 LC is used to crack a password on a target windows machine.

Figure 33: Lopht Crack [13]
In Figure 34 Cain is again used to reveal dial up connection passwords and username on the target stations.

![Figure 34: Cain Dialup passwords](image)

In Figure 35 Cain has been used to show the Wireless WLAN SSID, the password or key and also the type of WEP being in place.

![Figure 35: Cain WLAN SSID](image)
There are other tools in the public domain that reveal and decrypt type 7 passwords used in Cisco Routers and Switches. One of such tools is Solarwinds password decryptor [14]. As shown in Figure 36, Solarwinds tool is used to reveal the Cisco type 7 passwords.

![Figure 36: Solarwinds Type-7 Password Decoder](image)

Usually in the vulnerable versions of SNMP, the community strings are sent in clear text which can be sniffed. Once the SNMP community is sniffed it can be used to upload or download entire configuration of routers or switches. This will result in different forms of attacks including Denial of Service.
As illustrated in Figure 37 Solarwinds config uploader is used to change the entire configuration of routers or switches by using the SNMP community string to authenticate the connection.

4.11 Denial of Service

Denial of service is a form attack where normal users are not able to access network resources, for instance users trying to access the Internet, opening their mail boxes or bank accounts. The idea is to overwhelm and choke the network resources to the point that they are unable to serve the legitimate users.

Figure 38 shows a basic tool used to bombard a particular WAN link with garbage packets to the point that no normal traffic can traverse the link. The tool can define particular destination port, number of counts and also hide the source address or spoof the source address to make it harder for the admins to track the source.
In certain DOS attacks instead of bombarding the target system and overwhelming it, the legitimate user’s active connections are broken. In Figure 39 active connection to a gateway is terminated by Solarwind’s Remote TCP Session Reset [27].
Furthermore attacking target systems which are vulnerable to certain types of ICMP will result in denial of services. In Figure 40 Winject is used, it is a tool which allows attackers to generate customized packets and target systems that are vulnerable to certain packets [25].

Figure 40: ICMP active injection [25]

On the other hand overwhelming a typical Wide Area Network Circuit using Solarwind’s WAN Killer will prevent normal traffic traversing it, as shown in Figure 41. Solarwind’s WAN killer is used to generate bogus traffic and target limited resources on the WAN link. Once targeted, the link will not be able to handle normal traffic that needs to traverse the WAN segment. [26]
Figure 41: Solarwinds WAN Killer [26]

Usually in these types of attacks the source address is spoofed making it harder to trace back to the attacker.

### 4.12 Mitigation and Countermeasures

The final phase in Penetration Testing is to provide the customer with counter measures for rectifying vulnerabilities and weaknesses found during the initial testing. This is the most important phase as far as the customer is concerned as the Penetration Tester will provide the client with a list of specific countermeasures that need to be implemented. For instance if the vulnerability is due to weak and insecure network design the network design will be addressed and all design should adhere to secure multitier design. On the other hand if vulnerability is due to improper system patching or improper device configuration, then the Penetration Tester will advise installation of a proper patch management system and so forth. All of these details are listed in the Penetration Testing Report, see Appendix 2, for a sample Penetration Test report.
It has to be noted that once the countermeasures are in place, the Penetration Tester will carry out a vulnerability scan to see if the countermeasures are mitigating the weaknesses.

In addition since Information Security is a continuing process, organizations and companies will be advised to implement Penetration Testing on a frequent basis to avoid any emerging threats. This can mean that Penetration Testing will become a part of company’s existing ISMS model.
5 Conclusion

The objective of this project was to describe and implement Penetration Testing. It is a proactive method of securing data networks and systems by actively attacking systems and networks in an ethical manner that does not do any harm but reveal vulnerabilities and threats posed by such vulnerabilities.

This project took a practical approach to information security by explaining and implementing Penetration Testing in 10 phases. These phases resembled the same approach a real world hacker would take to attack systems and networks. In each phase concrete examples were provided which pointed to various vulnerabilities, these vulnerabilities if left unmitigated can be exploited by hackers. In each phase of Penetration Testing practical attack was carried on system in a lab or global Internet.

Any attacker armed with the above information can pose a serious threat to the network infrastructure and unless companies and organisations employ counter measures there can be a high risk of incidents leading to extensive disruption and damages. By employing Penetration Testing companies and organisations can pre-empt threats by deploying counter measures.

This project showed that Penetration Testing is a proactive security practice which helps organizations and companies better safeguard their systems and networks against security threats by proactively seeking week points, vulnerabilities and provide recommendations and counter measures for them.

Penetration Testing must be a part of the company’s comprehensive Information Security Management System (ISMS) to ensure that systems and networks are routinely tested for vulnerabilities and fixed if needed. This will ensure that future attacks are stopped in their tracks thus preventing huge financial and business continuity losses resulting from these attacks.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Tools used in this Project

**Information gathering**
- Netstat
- Tracert
- Visual Route
- Teleport
- Footprinting
- Nmap
- Eeye Retina
- Visual Route

**Network reconnaissance**
- Angry Scanner
- Solarwinds IP scanner
- Visual Route

**Sniffing**
- Etheral

**Port scanning**
- Nmap
- Retina

**Vulnerability scan/exploit**
- LAN Guard
- Retina
- MBSA
- Metasploit

**Password cracking**
- Cain & Abel
- Lophit crack
- Solarwinds password decryptor

**Wireless cracking**
- Netstumbler
- Cain
- WEP crack
- Airodump

**Denial of service**
- Solarwinds TCP reset
- Wininject
- WAN Killer
Appendix 2: Penetration Testing Report

ABC Inc
Penetration Test Report

Date of test:
xx/xx/xxxx
Conducted by
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Appendix
Executive Summary

This section explains the main objectives behind the penetration test and why it was being carried out. It will start by providing a basic background about the customer and its operations and the will move on to the actual date and time of the Penetration Test, the scope of the test. The methodology being followed to carry out the test and so forth.

Some definitions

In order for the client to better understand the various terminologies being used in the report this section will therefore provide a brief description and definition of the different terms.

Approach

This section will outline the type of methodology being used to implement the penetration test. Since Penetration Testing is made of the following phases therefore each phase will be shown with their respective results.

Phases of Penetration

- Information Gathering
- Fingerprinting
- Network reconnaissance, Sniffing
- Ports Scanning
- Vulnerability Scanning
- Exploiting Vulnerabilities
- Password Cracking
• Wireless Hack
• Denial of Services (DoS) Testing

**Scope**

This part of the report usually describes the range of the network or systems being targeted for Penetration Testing. Good example of this would be the range of subnets or range of vlans being pen tested, further more the types of servers being targeted etc.

**Findings**

This part of the report deals with the range of vulnerabilities or holes being found during the various testing phases. The report will usually highlight the range and severity of each vulnerability.

**Recommendations**

This is an important phase as far as the customer is concerned since the client will be provided with the list of concrete steps and counters measures that needs to be deployed to fix the vulnerabilities and weakness found during the testing phase. Recommendations are usually divided between tactical and strategic. Tactical recommendations deals with urgent and short fixes for the holes found during the penetration test such as patching vulnerable systems or deploying access-lists on certain perimeter routers, but on the other hand strategic recommendations are long term measures that needs to implemented to avoid vulnerabilities now these strategic recommendations can be either the redesign and reconfiguration of the data networks or changes being made to the security policy of the organization.
Appendix

This section usually contains the screenshots of the actual systems and networks that are being compromised during various phases of the test. These pictures can include for instance revealing weak passwords, cracking WEP, conducting network reconnaissance and so fort.